Security
Manifesto

Introduction

A battle is raging to keep systems secure as we race to
realize the immense value data insights can bring. As part
of this battle, technology companies have a responsibility
to society that extends beyond just delivering products.
In our Manifesto document, we describe how the threat
to the data-driven world is increasing and detail technical
directions we can follow to confront that risk. Beyond that,
we explore the nature of that responsibility as guardians
of the Information Revolution and discuss the Social
Contract all technology providers need to rally behind.
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Foreword
attacks work because of a lack of digital hygiene, a lack of
security by design and a lack of user awareness. The younger
generation of users is more digitally savvy but paradoxically
can be even more complacent about security. As academic
experts, designers, developers and engineers, we need
to care more about the consumer and focus on the
cyberpsychology of tech security. We need a humancentered approach that is mindful of how humans really
use connected ‘things,’ and not how the tech sector
presumes or expects them to.

Symbiosis: Factoring the
Human into Effective
Cybersecurity
Dr. Mary Aiken
Cyberpsychologist, University
of Dublin and Academic Advisor
(Psychology) to the European Cyber
Crime Centre (EC3) at Europol
As a cyberpsychologist, my job is to provide insight at
the intersection between humans and technology,
or as some say - where humans and technology collide.
We have developed protective strategies when it comes to
physical crime and white-collar crime, but we increasingly
need to address cyber-facilitated and cyber-enabled crime.
To date we have all been preoccupied by attacks on critical
infrastructure, however the connectedness offered by IoT
means that we will now be facing attacks on all infrastructure.
Hacking is now ubiquitous, and perpetrators are engaging in
complex global offenses targeting individuals and businesses.
IoT only increases the opportunity to strike.
People are their own first line of defense, but not everybody
behaves responsibly. We are not all IT experts, and security
is not always built into devices and systems by default. Too
many assumptions from users regarding their cyber security
generates a false sense of protection – fake safety. Many
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Threat actors – organized crime groups, nation-states,
transnational actors, small groups – are also human. The
critical task is therefore to establish, from consumer to
cybercriminal, how human beings experience technology.
Efforts to date have focused on technology solutions,
but innovation and design cannot take place in a vacuum.
It’s critical to generate insights as to how and why human
behavior syndicates, mutates, amplifies or escalates in
cyber domains.
Investigative mindset
We all need to think like behavioral profilers and consider
means, motive and opportunity. Means relate to tools and
techniques, but motive and opportunity are uniquely human.
The majority of security incidents involve human error –
external attackers focus on exploiting human weakness.
They can often start at the top: Spear phishing attacks
increasingly focus on high-value targets such as CEOs,
and successful such attacks often result in significant
losses for the targeted companies.
So how do we cyber-secure the human? We need to develop
cyber behavioral insights.
Analyzing human factors in any system is a complex process
requiring fundamental knowledge of human capabilities.
We cannot just focus on the cognitive dimension; we also
need to consider physical, behavioural, physiological, social,
developmental, affective and motivational dimensions. Few
consider social and psychological aspects of cyber-attacks:
Who are the attackers and why do they do it?
To respond to cyber-attacks, security solution designers and
providers need to consider the dynamic nature of the cyber
environment and evolving cyber-behavior. Notably, in 2016
NATO declared cyberspace a ‘domain of operations’ - a domain
of warfare, an acknowledgment that modern battles are waged
not only in air, sea and land, but also on computer networks.

The ‘minimization and status of authority online’ means that it
can appear that nobody is in charge in cyberspace, and that’s
because the reality is that nobody is in charge.
So, what can we do about cyberspace? Do we consider
jurisdiction and governance? I’m considering how a UN-style
charter to propose a ‘constitution for cyberspace’ may read:
“We the People, in Order to form a more perfect cyber
society, establish Justice, insure Tranquillity, provide for the
common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure
the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do
ordain and establish this Cyber Constitution.”
In pursuing solutions, we can learn from the environmental
movement: The movement’s “precautionary principle” places
the onus on industry to protect the environment. This can
also be a principle in cyberspace. Securing critical infrastructures remains a private sector responsibility, but there does
need to be an agreed baseline of global security standards
for those operating systems that manage critical industrial
systems such as power grids and air-traffic control.
Given the rapidly-changing threat landscape and technology’s
rapid evolution, it is critical that we develop a more adaptive
and agile approach to research and development. That
includes funding opportunities geared toward delivering
relevant results more quickly.
Toward a symbiosis
Technology can be used well or poorly. Industry’s key
challenge is to keep pace with threat actors’ technological
advances. The volume and continuous evolution of attack
behavior in cyber contexts requires increasingly sophisticated
human intelligence augmentation (IA) solutions, which place
the human at the center of the process, developing and
deploying technological solutions to mitigate technologyfacilitated security threats.
This tells us that human insight and collaboration, conjoined
with robust machine learning and thoughtful engineering,
can form a rock-solid foundation to reduce security attacks,
hacks and/or breaches, helping to secure cyberspace and, in
doing so, protecting and ensuring the future vitality of the
technology industry.
This manifesto will help the technology sector to think
differently about the duty of care it has in cyberspace and it will
elevate the scope and urgency of our collective discussions.

“

Hacking is now ubiquitous,
and perpetrators are
engaging in complex
global offenses...

”

The Technology Vision

Clean Bill of Health: How
Immune Systems and Health
Services will Enable Internet
of Things Security at Scale
Milosch Meriac
Principal Security Research Lead, Arm
The constant battle to keep systems secure is mainly
reactive. We are confronted with an attack, identify
the source and take steps to deal with the problem
and mitigate future risk. This has been our approach for
decades, from traditional computing to mobile systems.
But this reactive approach is hard – if not impossible –
to manage and scale when we think about the future
complexity of interactions in the Internet of Things (IoT).
Contagion concern
The ability to contain malware effects is critical because taking
down an entire system may be more damaging than the malware itself. In addition, there may be a considerable amount
of time required to find the security hole and deliver a verified
firmware update. With IoT technologies set to be widelydeployed, including critical infrastructure networks, the idea
of a complete shutdown may become impossible to consider.

and mitigating potential security risks across network
architectures, systems, software and provide early
guidance to product teams.
Inoculations
So how do IoT immune systems and health care services work?
First, let’s analyze what an IoT immune system might look
like. At the highest level, such a system starts with detection
at the edge nodes, with sensors looking for unusual behavior.
These edge nodes will include live firmware execution
tracing and performance counters statistics to capture
code and data-access patterns.
Like a biological immune system, the technology observes
and monitors system network traffic to fingerprint and
learn typical behavior. Timestamped internal and external
measurements using cryptographic ledgers can be stored
in a tamper-proof area locally or in the network. Signed and
encrypted packets with traffic-vector observations are
collected by the main application, which is responsible for
sending the aggregated measurements back to centralized
servers. Based on these readings of traffic patterns, node
interaction and fingerprints of program execution—nodes can
be isolated or quarantined by changing or revoking access
keys and forced tunnelling of traffic to a filtering host.

This situation is similar to how infections are fought by the
human body with automatic, targeted and effective immune
system responses. Human infections can quickly spiral out of
control and affect not only the target but can quickly spread
to others nearby. Here is where healthcare services kick in,
offering ways to treat people and to deal with infections
faster and more effectively than the body can do alone.

Non-compliant applications can be reset or re-flashed
wirelessly if they can’t prove message delivery of status and
control messages cryptographically in a timely manner. The
methodology is comparable to traditional safety watchdogs:
Force a potentially infected host to communicate continuously
with a centralized controller by requiring a cryptographic
secret for resetting the local devices watchdog. Using such
an enforced communication channel, we can enforce
communication between the secure watchdog and the
backend server agnostic to the network stack.

So, we have a good model – with technical solutions to device
attacks mirroring human biology and health care systems.
It would give us a network-wide response mechanism;
mapping known security hole signatures to device firmware

Forced isolation of nodes as a high-level mitigation can
be achieved by implementing with existing networking
protocols. This can mean not just protecting against malicious
access of adjacent devices, but controlling the network traffic
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and bandwidth of affected devices to mitigate inbound and
outbound denial-of-service attacks.

• Traffic filters could be applied at a trusted border or
mesh router to protect users’ privacy.

In the simplest case, networks can be partitioned via virtual
network identifiers (VLAN ID) – commonly supported by
managed switches and routers. It may make sense to also
extend the concept of VLANs to mesh networks. Such virtual
networks could be extended end-to-end between the mesh
router and cloud architecture by using secure tunneling protocols.

Complementing the health service would be trusted fogcomputing appliances that will be deployed to the local network
for greater resilience and trust. Appliances can be as simple as
a security-hardened low-cost WiFi router running a few lightweight trusted software processes. Or they could be as complex
as a high-end tamper-proof 19-inch rack server serving many
trusted high-end-processes in parallel with strong isolation,
memory encryption and memory authentication.

Firmware “house calls”
Standardized firmware-over-the-air (FOTA) file formats and
network protocols will be necessary to manage devices in a
vendor-independent manner. FOTA requirements including
policy enforcement and downgrade protection are already
addressed in Arm Mbed’s latest Firmware Manifest Format,
and an IETF standardization is underway. Security-as-aservice providers will only be able to offer node-and vendorsigned firmware; they won’t be able to sign firmware. They
can optionally be required to ask for a cryptographic sign-off
by the local administrator before allowing a firmware update.
Health check-up
Now, let’s look at what an IoT health service might look
like. A live and continuous system health check could be
leveraging big-data analysis of behaviors captured by the
system. Here, loopholes would be identified by using statistical
analysis on device types, firmware versions, system events,
and traffic patterns of events leading up to the point of
infection. Then the system blocks known-malicious
signatures and traffic patterns on network boundaries
using centralized rules and block lists.
Additionally, the health service would, among other things:
• Trigger network immune reactions depending on the
calculated likelihood of infection based on a large dataset
of device interaction patterns across many installations.
• Take action on the user’s behalf (such as triggering a
firmware update, isolating nodes etc.) – with a clear
cryptographically-enforced policy on local devices to
limit their power to the least-possible privilege.
• Disambiguate security warnings (incidents of lower
likelihood) by human operators for premium users and take
extended manual action if required to offload the user.
• Enforce policies where unpatched devices could only be
reached by filtered traffic, keeping devices functional but
safe at higher latencies. Think of this as a remote man-in-the
middle firewall similar to deep packet inspection (DPI).

For the more heavyweight applications, established trusted
execution environment (TEE) boxes could be remotely
provisioned in the cloud or by the owner on demand.
The TEE semantic can be extended into the network to
provide a mutually distrustful and isolated computing
environment where the network owner doesn’t have to
trust the cloud providers code to be migrated into his local
network. The cloud provider can then rely on the integrity
and confidentiality of migrated applications into the remote
networks TEE appliance compartment.
Cloud services can use these trusted appliances to push
low-latency jobs, computation tasks, machine learning,
application of machine-learned models to the local network
or for mirroring data speculatively from or to the local
network – resulting in greater resilience against network
outages, lower latencies and greater privacy of the users’ data.
To achieve this goal, the appliance platform must guarantee
isolation and security across multiple applications and virtual
machines running on the same device and in the network. It
must protect against users or local attackers tampering with the
device to either exfiltrate data/intellectual property or improperly
changing device behavior by injecting untrusted code.
Having these trusted computing nodes in the local network
would also allow migration of power-hungry computing tasks
away from battery-powered nodes towards wall-powered
devices. This would enable substantially longer battery life
times and higher security for critical.
Summary
Technology secured by a pervasive IoT immune system and IoT
health services as I have described may only be 3-5 years away.
By adopting and adapting methods for infection-fighting in the
human body we can provide a faster and more efficient way of
dealing with security attacks on IoT networks. Because of the
scale of the IoT we believe this sort of holistic approach is
necessary to preserve trust in the system – and it’s not that
far away from reality.
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Device-based
Security Patterning
Rob Elliott
Director, Vision Architecture, Arm
What if our mobile devices could learn to know us so well
that they could better protect us from hackers and thieves?
This type of familiarity would create an authentication
environment that is arguably unmatched. This isn’t as
fanciful as you might imagine. In fact, it’s rooted in
machine learning and artificial intelligence.
Machine-learning algorithms are already used to deliver
new functionality in industrial robotics, drones, automotive
applications and a new wave of smarter home devices.
And those algorithms, running on well-established IP and
silicon, are beginning to toil quietly in the background on
your mobile device, optimizing processes and applications
and making the unit run faster, more reliably and securely.
As machine learning gets deployed more on mobile devices,
it will develop a deep and unique understanding of how
those devices are being used. As such, they will each
become intimately familiar with their users, and that
familiarity becomes the foundation for truly robust
authentication and security environments.
New best friend
Patterns of behavior within devices tell us a lot about who
is interacting with them. For determining identity, this can
be information from the physical sensors such as the
accelerometer, or from more subtle interactions with the
software. This can include the way the user interacts with the
touchscreen or the order in which he/she launches applications.
For example, a device that is attempting an NFC payment but
is upside down and in low light (in a pocket, for example) might
raise a red flag. Similarly, warnings can emerge from
• Privileged system calls
• Atypically high CPU activity at higher privilege levels
• Unusual activity by processes that do not usually run
at such a high rate
Pattern-recognition capability is useful for the wider system.
As we’ve seen in the space of computer viruses, algorithms
adapt behavior and appearance to avoid detection. Machine
learning can be used to detect outlier behavior as part of a

security toolkit for engineers attempting to identify issues.
For recognizing known attacks, logs can be used to train
neural networks, which can then be deployed on edge
devices. They do a good job of protecting against known
issues and can be extended to automatically retrain as new
attack methods emerge. If this is done as and when the
device detects intrusions, it is then possible to rapidly retrain
and redeploy these networks to adapt to new threats.
All these symptoms can be used to provide key information
on attack vectors to higher levels in the security chain. They
could be used to determine whether a specific application
or device might be associated with unexpected behavior.
Or they can be used to apply further security to limit payment
transactions, for example requesting additional biometric
input such as voice or fingerprint recognition to allow the
payment to continue.
Learning to learn
Why aren’t these measures built into devices now?
Machine learning is, in many ways, in its infancy in the
application space, and, as we begin to deploy solutions, we are
also fundamentally re-thinking how we distribute computing
from the cloud to the edge to optimize machine learning
algorithms. Right now, the focus of machine learning is in the
cloud, where servers sift through vast amounts of data and
information collected at the edge to find patterns of interest
via the process of training, typically performed using a neural
network. Training needs not only the data but detail on whether
the data is an example of the problem we’re trying to identify
or not, with positive and negative examples needed.
Once this training is completed, the learning is used to
infer information from different inputs to those the
network was trained on. This can be for something as
simple as determining which output to recommend given
five inputs in the range 0..1. Or it can be as complex as
taking the input of multiple cameras and other sensors
and making complex decisions on how to steer a vehicle.
As use cases expand, the inference process demands more
compute power and much lower latency.
Applying machine learning on the edge for better security
This learning process is optimally done now in the cloud,
where compute power is almost limitless, but it comes at
a price, primarily in responsiveness for the user. But as we
push machine learning onto the edge, we will help to reduce
the bandwidth, cost and latency associated with cloud
computing. As we distribute computing resources more
efficiently, we will also improve privacy for mobile users
who might not want all their data being analyzed in the

cloud. (Early examples of this include fingerprint recognition—
a learned process—which is stored locally). The desire for
local control over sensitive data was a key finding in an
Arm sponsored study ‘AI Today, AI Tomorrow’ that surveyed
people’s attitude towards AI.
Devices that already capture vast amounts of data today
will capture even more in future as sensors proliferate. This
requires much more compute power at the edge, where data
will be increasingly retained on the device. There, the data
will be reduced to an updated set of weights. These updated
weights can then also be shared with a cloud-based system
to share the information between devices and perform
different computing tasks on the data. This collaborative
approach creates a powerful, efficient way of learning that
amortizes the effort across a wide base of devices. The
insatiable demand for better performance and lower latency
drives a need for better hardware, software and tools.
These are all areas where Arm is working to improve the user
experience. Let’s examine one of those areas, in software.

“

Familiarity becomes
the foundation for truly
robust authentication...

”

Making sense of the software
The software environment for machine learning can be
confusing. There are lots of ML frameworks with multiple
libraries supported at different performance levels; there are
lots of devices, and many ways to deploy from running the
full frameworks to running a bespoke conversion tool. To cut
through all of this, Arm is working on providing a platform
of software and tools that will make this experience simpler
and more consistent. Even better, we’re ensuring that tools
already being used, such as Tensorflow and Caffe, will work
optimally out of the box.
To make this easier, a stable and reliable software platform
providing an easy ML deployment path is key. It will
deliver the ability to write software without making heavy
modifications as more and new devices appear. Having
optimized libraries in this platform will also allow for more
innovation in hardware exactly where it is needed and make
software deployment seamless on the Arm platform.
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Architectural Direction
for Improving Code Security
Richard Grisenthwaite
Chief Architect and Fellow, Arm
In the relentless race for supremacy between hackers and
their targets, the CPU architecture responds to known attacks
by introducing new facilities intended to prevent them. The
attacker then responds with a more sophisticated attack,
and so the cycle repeats. Today, however, we stand on the
doorstep of a new period in which this cycle might be broken
or at least significantly lengthened. This new era requires a
collective effort from hardware and software developers to
work in concert like never before to improve security.
Dealing with ‘fake data’
Today, attacks make use of the data that the processor uses
to subvert normal execution. Commonly, data being used by a
processor is written into buffers on the stack. An attacker would
arrange that the data being placed onto the stack be also an
executable code sequence. By subverting a function return, for
example by overflowing a buffer, the processor could be tricked
into executing this arbitrary and potentially malicious code.
In an attempt to deal with this, processor architectures,
from around 2000, began to introduce features whereby
memory regions (including the stack ) could be marked as
“non-executable”. For Arm, this involved introducing the
execute-never (XN) bit in Armv6. For a while, it might be
assumed that the problem was resolved. However, attackers
responded by developing techniques such as “return-to-libc”
and “return-oriented programming” to once again make it
possible to exploit a buffer overflow vulnerability. Both of
these approaches use a buffer overflow to initially subvert
the execution of the processor and cause it to execute code
legitimately installed in memory and marked as executable.
This then allows the attackers to run this legitimate code at
unexpected times, with unexpected data. With return-to-libc,
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the subversion calls a set of standard library functions with
‘fake’ data, so allowing the attacker to achieve functionality
under their control with data that was not intended by the
original program. Return-oriented programming goes further
with the attacker creating “gadgets” by stringing together
fragments of standard library code, so allowing the creation
of an almost arbitrary malicious program described by a list
of return addresses. The software response to this is to
randomize the layout of libraries in memory, so making it far
harder to construct such a list. The attackers, in turn, discovered
mechanisms to probe the address layout, so allowing the actual
layout to be factored into the list of return addresses.
Pointer Authentication guards against rogue execution
Arm, as part of Armv8.3, has introduced a new mechanism
to further raise the bar against these styles of attack. Known
as Pointer Authentication, this uses some of the upper bits
of the 64-bit target address to hold a cryptographicallygenerated Pointer Authentication Code (PAC). This can
then be used to authenticate the address before it is used.
For example, if the processor adds the PAC when a return
address is pushed on function entry, it can then check that
the PAC is correct before returning.
Additional properties make this approach even more robust.
For instance, each running session uses unique keys and a
cryptographically strong function to generate the PAC, making
it impractical for the attackers to guess the PAC for a given
return address. To prevent incremental guessing of PAC values,
the operating system can respond to a significant number of
PAC failures by changing the keys.
Defense-in-depth and compartmentalization
As CPU architects, we cannot design based on the principle
that, even for correctly written software, there is no mechanism
by which the security and integrity of a process can be
compromised. We need further mechanisms to provide
“defense-in-depth,” additional walls within a perimeter security
wall. A useful avenue for adding defense-in-depth is to improve
the way in which software is “compartmentalized.” This augments
existing mechanisms to prevent an attack by ensuring that if

execution is initially compromised, there are barriers that make
it harder for the attacker to achieve very much. To erect these
barriers or walls, we need to extend the classic privilege and
security model which, for most of today’s processors, has
changed remarkably little in more than 20 years. This classic
model offers a single address space for a process, mapped
by a single set of page tables and typically given uniform
permissions. That model is convenient for the application
writer, but is also convenient for the attacker; if a process is
compromised, all memory accessible to it becomes accessible
to the attacker. To prevent this, we divide the application
into a number of different compartments (sometimes
called ‘sandboxes’). Code running in each compartment has
access only to the subset of the application’s memory that is
necessary for that code to carry out its function. This means
that a compromise within that compartment is limited to the
memory accessible to that compartment.

Defense-in-depth

Breach has full access

Breach is contained
to a speciﬁc area

Today’s processors offer little specific hardware support for
this compartmentalization and where it is required, typically
each process becomes a compartment at the operating system
level. So, we co-opt the existing facilities of the operating
system process model to provide compartmentalization, with
communication between the compartments performed by
standard inter-process communication mechanisms. The
memory used by the code in each compartment is protected by
providing access to only a subset of the translation tables used
by the whole application. It is a testament to the importance
of security that, despite the lack of specific support within the
processor architecture, at least some commercially-deployed
operating systems are taking this approach, accepting the
additional complexity. Future processor architectures should
look to simplify the use of compartments, allowing compartmentalization entirely within a single process and address space.
The challenge of supervisory software
The standard privilege model of most processors provides
privilege levels (or protection rings) with monotonically-increasing
privilege. In this model, code running at a particular privilege
level is able to access all of the facilities of the lower levels, but
there are at least some facilities of that particular privilege level

that cannot be accessed by a lower level. This creates a true
hierarchy of privilege forming the basis of the supervisory
software, e.g. operating systems and hypervisors, that are
responsible for managing the resources and software running
at the lower levels. However, this also makes the supervisory
software a very attractive and obvious target for attackers.
In particular, much of the purpose of supervisory software is
to manage the resources of the hardware between the
different applications or virtual machines. In the current model
of computing, the supervisory software must therefore be able
to read and write the data that belongs to the applications
or virtual machines. This is a natural approach but it means
that if the supervisory software is compromised, all the data
belonging to running applications or virtual machines is also
compromised and there is little scope for protecting it.
Compartmentalization, which I discussed earlier, can help but,
for future systems we need to look to protect the data within an
application or a virtual machine from unwanted intrusion from
the supervisory software, without compromising the ability of
the supervisory software to manage the system effectively.
The rise of side-channels
The architecture defines the required functional behaviour
of a processor, but very little about how the behaviour is
implemented. That is typically not important to software. The
microarchitecture and the physical implementation of a processor
determine how the behaviour is implemented. This abstraction
is what allows architecturally compliant software to run on
many different implementations. However, this abstraction is
too simple, and the microarchitecture and physical implementation
can be exploited to compromise the security using mechanisms
that are generically termed as “side-channels.” The fact these
attacks rely on properties not defined by the architecture
makes it inherently hard for the architecture to address them.
However, there are ways in which it can help. For instance, it is
clear that the pattern of accesses and the execution timing of
key cryptographic algorithms needs to be made independent
of the key. The architecture can help with this by, for example,
providing instructions for accelerating common cryptographic
algorithms so avoiding the need to have data dependent data
accesses. As part of Armv8.4, Arm has introduced a mechanism
that software can use to indicate that the current code requires
timing that is independent of the data being processed.
Today, we’re re-examining the silos of expertise that have
segmented device and system design for generations.
We’re doing it because we have to if we’re to try to change
the dynamic of this relentless hack-and-patch battle with
the black hats. We need to join together in a collective effort
between hardware and software teams to move the security
bar relentlessly higher.
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Arm Manifesto
push security to be a primary design consideration, ensuring
security defense scales with the threat. This Social Contract will
then form a foundation for explicit trust between the
technology sector and all users.
Breaking the contract
In the Mirai botnet attack in 2016, hackers exploited security
weaknesses in a small army of everyday IoT devices to bombard
the internet with data requests that took down major video
streaming and social media sites. The attacks were focused on
Dyn, a US-based Domain Name Server (DNS) firm, providing
hosting services for external web domains. In the immediate
aftermath, they lost 14,500 customers1.

Honoring the IoT Digital
Social Contract
Simon Segars
CEO, Arm
Lloyd’s of London estimate cybercrime costs the global
economy nearly half a trillion dollars a year. This is because
system and device security across all sectors is often simply
not good enough.
We’ve put forward ideas in this Manifesto for technology
advances that will help to blunt cyberattacks, but innovation
alone will not solve the issues. As Dr. Mary Aiken noted in the
foreword, users are their own first line of defense. This means
people staying away from suspicious sites, being careful about
downloads, changing default passwords and keeping their
devices up to date with security fixes.
However, while users should take more responsibility for
their own security, we know people will often do things that
jeopardize their cybersafety, whether it’s accidental or because
they’re rushed or distracted. So, as technology providers we
must embrace our responsibilities under what we are calling
the ‘Digital Social Contract’ (Social Contract) and endeavour
to protect users no matter what.
The Social Contract for Security
All technology companies’ responsibilities under the Social
Contract are rising as connected devices proliferate. Cyber
attackers are getting increasingly sophisticated, so we must
| 10 |

As a technology company CEO, I know Arm must uphold the
Social Contract every time a company or individual relies on our
technology. It means we lean into problems but we can always
do more, such as the new Platform Security Architecture
guidelines we have just released to guide secure device
implementations. We are also considering ways to work with
our ecosystem to improve communications and transparency
around attacks and exploits to ensure mistakes aren’t repeated.
Impact on safety-critical markets
The challenges in honoring the Social Contract vary according
to the area companies operate in. Let’s look at the automotive
market, a 100-year-old sector going through immense
disruption with the move to mass electric and hybrid fleets
and fully autonomous driving.
Traditionally, automotive companies take 7-10 years to move
from design to delivery. Today they are shrinking that
innovation cycle as they face competition from technology
companies used to taking products to market at least twice
as fast. There is a possible risk here the Social Contract could
be damaged by a new competitive landscape. However, the
automotive industry is governed by functional safety standards
ensuring vehicles meet stringent safety targets. In this case,
the Social Contract is underpinned by a legal duty of care.
So, while automakers are working out how to go faster,
competitor technology companies are learning how to operate
in a more highly-regulated safety environment.
Indeed, the race to connect vehicles has already seen challenges
where the Social Contract, if not the legal one was threatened.
The scariest have been attacks reported on cars where safety
systems were hijacked2. While laws weren’t broken, trust
suffered. More care is now being taken as a result.

The fast-to-market IoT model
The risk to the Digital Social Contract is greater where speedto-market is greatest. This affects all markets but is potentially
more damaging in business markets and critical infrastructure
where the cost of an attack is likely to be higher. Evidence of
this growing threat came from the U.S. Department for Energy
this year when it warned electricity systems faced “imminent
danger” from cyberattacks3 and threats were increasing in
“sophistication, magnitude and frequency.” Also, the UK’s
new National Cybersecurity Centre reporting around 600
“significant” attacks4 over the last year with thousands
more prevented.
So as connected technologies scale, we must reset our thinking.
In fast time-to-market segments, success is built on design,
ship, analyze and pivot – learning fast and iterating. But this
model can be a disaster for security as weaknesses in products
once deployed may not be correctable in the field, so a system
may be left vulnerable. Evolving this model will be difficult in
design-fast, iterate-fast markets as robust security is difficult to
do, may add cost and therefore may be bad for the time line and
the bottom line. So, the only way to make change possible,
especially in a hot market like the IoT, is to think about how
to enable a new more resilient business model that doesn’t
impact time to market. This will be possible by making
secure-by-design technologies, as the previous sections
describe, readily available to developers. This will enable a
specific new business model built for the IoT, one we believe
aligns with Social Contract responsibilities perfectly.
Design, ship, analyze, adapt or quarantine and treat:
A new business model for the IoT
The new model will make it harder to breach chip security
and allow more time for system defenses to react. I sum up
this model as design for security, ship, analyze, self-heal or
quarantine, and treat (if required). This model will be crucial in
segments like the IoT with the potential for vast numbers of
deployed, connected devices in a single system. It will provide
a more complex model protecting system integrity, and ensure
the technology sector takes lifecycle responsibility for products.
The model I have described covers the ability to patch devices
en masse, as with smartphone bug fixes, and this isn’t new.
The evolution is the ability to also manage individual devices

Social contract theory, nearly as old as philosophy itself, is the view that
persons’ moral and/or political obligations are dependent upon a contract
or agreement among them to form the society in which they live.
Source: http://www.iep.utm.edu/soc-cont/

in a surgical way. This will enable the quarantine and treatment
of single devices until they can be rehabilitated. The key to this
new business model is distributed intelligence. It means pushing
the kind of powerful compute capability now found mainly in
the cloud to the edge of the device network. This will move us
from rigid command-and-control structures to a more flexible,
dispersed security model. This aligns with Milosch’s thinking on
an immune system and managed health service. Using the
biological analogy, the immune system manages most issues
but a health service can step in. That may be to roll out a mass
immunization program, individual attention by a clinician or, as
we are increasingly seeing now, DNA-level treatment through
customized precision medicine.
No standards?
You may have noted that we do not mention standards in our
vision for the new IoT security models. I don’t dismiss standards
and I think we will see them being enacted by industry bodies
and governments, maybe even the UN as it now regards
Cyberspace as a theater of war.
At Arm, we do however believe that standards and government
regulations generally describe yesterday, and in a world as
fast-moving as the IoT we need to describe tomorrow.
Hackers too can generally pivot faster than product-makers so
our approach must be anticipatory, flexible and resilient. Going
back to the immune system analogy: The system will need to
react to threats it’s never seen before, such as how white blood
cells attack any foreign body they identify as a threat.
Goal
According to analyst firm Gartner, there will be 8.4 billion
connected devices5 in use by the end of 2017. Projecting
out just three years they expect that number to rise to more
than 20 billion devices, an increase of 150 percent. So, while
cybercrime-related costs of over $400 billion look terrible
now, they may be pocket change compared with the risk
we’ll face in a world of a trillion devices.
The approaches and thinking we set out in this Manifesto
can make a difference, and I can see a world where we will
have put hackers out of business.

1. https://securityledger.com/2017/02/mirai-attack-was-costly-for-dyn-data-suggests/
2. https://www.wired.com/story/car-hack-shut-down-safety-features/
3. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-01-06/grid-in-imminent-danger-from
-cyber-threats-energy-report-says
4. http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-41478608
5. https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3598917

We are witnessing cyberattacks on
critical infrastructure, health services
systems captured and held to ransom and
home electronics devices used as internet
gateways by hackers. As an industry,
we stand at a crossroads. In one direction
lies more of the same confounding and
costly cat-and-mouse games of rapid
technical progress followed by breach
and patch. In the other direction, we
submit, is a new way illuminated by a
series of common beliefs:

Security Manifesto
Ø We must inspire trust as we scale
the connected world
Ø No company is exempt from the
Social Contract with users
Ø Security is a collective industry
responsibility and is both an
opportunity and challenge
Ø Advanced security intelligence should
be distributed throughout the IoT
Ø Security must be a primary design
consideration and be focused on
lifetime protection
Ø We must build security systems that
deal with potential human error
Download the Arm IoT Security Manifesto:
http://pages.arm.com/iot-security-manifesto.html

